English-language insight into the German economy

Over the course of 2019, the IBISWorld team will translate the 400-strong German Industry Research collection.

The German economy at a glance

2019 GDP: €3.04 trillion, growth: 1.8%

- High fliers: 15.6% revenue growth recorded in the Aircraft, Engine and Parts Manufacturing industry
- Global Impact: Imports satisfy 54.5% of domestic demand, whilst exports generate 67.2% of revenue*
- Industry Hotspots: 76.4% of Power-Driven Hand Tool Manufacturers are in the Southern region

*Based on the average of importing/exporting industries in the IBISWorld collection as of May 2019
IBISWorld's German translated reports provide granular, analytical insight into the industries that make up the German economy, with the collection covering a final total of 400 reports.

IBISWorld's German collection is written by our dedicated research team, based in the Frankfurt office, and the new English translations provide considerable breadth and depth of understanding of the German market, with the ease of use you have come to expect from IBISWorld research.

Whether you are seeking new expansion opportunities abroad, assessing international benchmarks, or looking to develop greater export capacities, IBISWorld has the information your business needs on Germany, at your fingertips.

**The English translations of IBISWorld’s Germany Industry Reports provide...**

**Credible Research on Every Industry**

IBISWorld reports give businesses access to the tools real-world entrepreneurs use every day to assess market conditions in Germany.

**Detailed Economic Analysis**

IBISWorld’s German industry analysis provides international users with in-depth information on the German market and its economic conditions.

**Fundamental Company Benchmarks**

Assess a company’s strategy, business model and financials versus industry best practice using IBISWorld’s benchmarks.

**Valuable Time Saved in Research**

Cut hours from first-stage research on niche industries, where accurate and up-to-date information is hard to find.